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All Recreational Vehicles, campers, motorhomes in all classes contain large amounts of 

flammable materials. Not many RV owners have a plan on how to fight a fire in their RV if a fire were to 
start. RVs may become fully engulfed in flames within a matter of minutes because of the highly 
flammable materials used in coach construction. From 2009 to 2013, an average of 5,540 fires per year 
involved motorhomes and other recreational vehicles, according to estimates provided by the National 
Fire Protection Association (NFPA). On average, those fires killed 36 people and injured 135 annually. 
 

The absolute first rule of RV firefighting is: 

1.) Save lives first and property second.   

2.) Get your occupants and yourself to safety before attempting to extinguish a fire.   

3.) Use the firefighting tools on hand only if you can do so without endangering your life or that of 

others. 

The NFPA code requires that every recreational vehicle be equipped with a fire extinguisher. But an 

extinguisher that meets the code’s minimum standards may not be able to douse a blaze in your RV; 

many factory-installed extinguishers are undersized and not up to the task. In addition, fires are 

classified according to the type of fuel that is burning, and not all fire extinguishers are rated for every 

classification 

Whatever the type RV you own, for safety’s sake, you need to know where the fire is most likely to start. 

About ½ of all RV fires occur while vehicles are stationary. There are many different areas within an RV 

where fire can start but the engine compartment and the refrigerator are the likely culprits. One of the 

biggest causes historically has been refrigerators. Most motorhomes use propane for the range and 

furnace if you have one, and propane leaks can be another source of a fire. 

Electrical shorts can also blossom into sudden flames within moments. Approximately 35% of all RV fires 

are caused by electrical shorts and faulty wiring. Generators, water heaters, and air conditioners with 

faulty wiring and any other item wired into the electrical system can be a common source for fire.  

Any combustible items within the unit such as paper, cloth and cooking oil can start fires. Cooking and 

other unattended heat sources can start fires in standing motor homes. Any cooking that is done in your 

motorhome MUST be attended, as well as any other source of generated heat.  

What if we told you…… 

RVs may not be designed with fire safety in mind, whatsoever and RVs often have highly flammable 

sources of fuel.  

Complicating everything above all else is the question of getting out of the unit in the case of a fire. 
Unbelievably, it is not unusual for a large RV to have only a single exit. If a fire develops it will move 
very fast between the person(s) inside and the exit. In this case the person(s) inside will have no 
chance for survival.  

What if we told you that a fire suppression device was available that can be delivered by throwing it 
into the fire ahead of you or as you are exiting the vehicle, (not a ball device). It has the capability of  
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fully suppressing a fire up to 5,300CU.FT.(larger than the inside of a 45’ RV) and will remove up to 
1,000°F of temperature in less than 60 seconds. 
 
The fire suppressing agent used in this device is US EPA SNAP approved. It is NON-TOXIC, does not 
remove oxygen, is environmentally friendly with no Ozone depletion potential and no global warming 
potential and can be cleaned up with a broom and dustpan.  
 
This tool is currently in-use by thousands of organizations in North America from firefighters/first 
responders to commercial fishing fleets and industrial users.   
 
The unit is called the X-Tinguish® FST (Fire Suppression Tool). The FST is the World’s Most Advanced 
Aerosol Fire Suppression tool. We say, “When Seconds Count, Just Pull the Pin and Throw it in! “and 
let the X-Tinguish® FST do the rest.  

 
This has not changed: The absolute first rule of RV firefighting is: 

1.) Save lives first and property second.   

2.) Get your occupants and yourself to safety before attempting to extinguish a fire.   

3.) Use the firefighting tools on hand only if you can do so without endangering your life or that of 

others. 

4.) Now you can add, “THROW IN THE FST AND CALL THE FIRE DEPARTMENT”.  

 

 

 

https://www.flameguardusa.com/fst
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Specifications 

Total weight                  11.24Lbs. / 5,100 gr.   
Compound weight        6.40 Lbs. / 2,900 gr.   
Volume coverage         ≤ 5,300cu.ft. / 150 m³   
Discharge time             33 seconds   
Activation method        Manual. electronic ignition   
Dimensions                   12.14" x 9.14" x 4.5" 
Operational to              -67°F / -55°C below zero 
 
The X-TINGUISH® FST is a small, portable unit that contains 
potassium based chemical components.  It is designed to be a 
first-use method to combat class A, B, C, and K fires.  
  
When the device is deployed at the scene of a fire, the X-TINGUISH® FST releases a cloud of aerosol 
containing the potassium components, interrupting the chain reaction in the flame. 
When utilized and deployed according to the instructions in the Operation Manual, the FST provides an 
extremely effective method of fire suppression. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The X-Tinguish® FST 
• Offers extraordinary knock down as well as fast suppression capabilities 

• Reduces temperatures by as much as 1,000°F in 30 seconds 

• Can cut water usage by as much as 80%, when used properly 

• The aerosol is SNAP listed by the US EPA (Aerosol A, SFE) 

• Is environmentally friendly (ODP  0%, GWP  0%) 

• Does not reduce or deplete (O²) oxygen 

• Can eliminate flashover and backdraft 

• Is Non-Toxic, Non-Corrosive and Non-Conductive 

• Highly Efficient and Suitable against A-B-C-K class fires 

• IS NOT pressurized! 

• Has a 5-year battery life 

• Has a 15-year shelf life                                              

• Includes a new “R-pin” that protects the igniter pin from being accidentally removed. 

• LED light turns red when the unit is activated! 
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Videos 
Restart the Clock with the X-Tinguish FST     
A basement fire (much larger than a Motor Home) being fully suppressed within 60 seconds. 
FOX NEWS CH 6 Milwaukee, WI 
Title: A Miracle device that could save your life! 
CBS NEWS CH 58 Milwaukee, WI 
Title: The X-Tinguish FST 
 
X-TINGUISH FIRE EXTINGUISHERS (NON-PRESSURIZED LIQUID) 
TIRE FIRES 
COOKING/GREASE FIRES 
 

 

Flame Guard USA • 4 Hillview Drive • Units A&B • Lake Barrington, IL USA • 60010 

Toll Free 1-(855) 377-2100 • Web www.flameguardusa.com • Email sales@flameguardusa.com 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAtJgiNS-OU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3wkpPK1Rak&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkLrc8EHc_I&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaUBqQXf5UA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUXLj0GoUVY
http://www.flameguardusa.com/
mailto:sales@flameguardusa.com
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FACTS TAKEN FROM FIRE DEPARTMENT TRAINING EXERCISES IN THE USA 

 

Recreational Vehicle Firefighting 

1.) Trailer parks, large venues, camp grounds and more: Many have limited water supplies for 

fighting fires. 

2.) In dozens of training fires, the following was found to be true: on average,400 gallons of 

water/foam solution are usually needed to knockdown an RV fire. 1200 gallons are needed or 

3Xs as much to finish the job through overhaul once the fire department starts fighting the fire. 

3.) Firefighters are taught to never enter a burning RV to rescue a victim unless they are close to 

the door and can be easily reached. 

Firefighting challenges when a fire department starts fighting an RV fire 

1.) Access to the RV 

2.) Water supply 

3.) In many cases, if water is available, long hose runs are going to be required. 

Facts for the Motor Home Owner  

1.) If victims do not exit the vehicle on fire within 20-30 seconds, there is an excellent chance they 

will be overcome by the toxic smoke and never exit. This smoke will be from plastics, fuels, and 

electronics. Most everything burning inside the RV is toxic to humans.  

 


